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PLANET ZUUD 

Definition: 

Planet ZUUD is a newly created world which is going to be stage of a series of hand drawn NFT 

Collections. It has been designed (Picture-1) according to a Story Line which is going to cover 

all NFT Collections developed on Planet ZUUD. It can be expanded to support future studies and 

projects when necessary. 

“Planet ZUUD” will be the main brand for all NFT Collections and other products that are going 

to take place in Planet ZUUD environment.  

 

Picture-1: Map 
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HYENA WARRIORS – GEN1 

Definition: 

“Hyena Warriors” is the second NFT Collection designed and developed on Planet ZUUD. It is 

representing the Hyenas Race whose story is going to be the sequel part of the Planet ZUUD 

Tiger Warriors story. It is a unique hand-drawn collection of 3333 Hyena Warriors. (Examples in 

Picture-2)  

Each Hyena Warrior NFT has nine (8) attributes. These attributes are: Body, Cloth, Head, 

Necklace, Earring, Month, Eye, Weapon and Background. 

Hyena Warriors NFT Collection has been developed on BNBChain. 

  

 

 

Picture-2: Hyena Warriors Examples 

NFT Metadata Privacy: 

Hyena Warriors NFT Collection follows the provenance hash solution, the same gold standard 

that major NFT projects used in their implementation of the NFT mint. 

Each NFT image is firstly hashed using SHA-256 algorithm. A combined string is obtained by 

concatenating SHA-256 of each image in a specific order. The final proof is obtained by SHA-

256 hashing this combined string. This will be the final provenance record stored on the smart 

contract. 

Initial Distribution of the Collection: 

There are 3333 unique Hyena Warriors NFTs. Attribute traits of 7 NFTs out of 3333 are purely 

unique and custom made (1 out of 1). These 7 NFTs are “Unique Trait NFTs”. Another 7 full set 

characters exist.. Remaining 3319 NFTs of total collection are randomly generated. Distribution 

details can be found in Table-1 and Table-2. 

Quantity Distribution Detail 

7 Will be distributed randomly during the minting process. 
Table-1: Distribution of “Unique Trait NFTs” 
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Quantity Distribution Detail 

3333 Will be distributed randomly during the minting process. 
Table-2: Distribution of “Random Trait NFTs” 

 

PLANET ZUUD ROAD MAP 

The vision of Planet ZUUD Team is to make “Planet ZUUD” a global brand with various 

products and a strong community. 

 

 

All studies are being evaluated and completed in parallel with this vision. 

The team is working on other potential actions (Utilities, Partnerships) that are not yet are not 

included in this Road Map. They will be shared via Social Media tools once they are ready to be 

announced.  
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UTILITIES 

New Collections: 

Planet ZUUD has established a strategic partnership with a Launchpad Platform. Hyena Warriors 

NFT Holders will have chance to be whitelisted for some IDO projects on this Platform. 

Planet Treasury: 

Hyena Warrior NFTs are going allow its holders to earn income with DONS passive income 

reflections. Each Hyena Warrior NFT that is not listed for sale is going to receive DONS 

reflections based on random snapshots. Tier rarity system applies to Hyenas. 

Hyena Warriors provide multiple utilities 

1-Hyena Warrior Treasury DONS reflections that will be airdropped to holders 

2- Royalty fee Rewards via booster pool and royalty pool 

3- IDO Launchpad Whitelisting 

 

 

 

Tier system in Hyena Warriors is based on RS+S as per the below: 
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Tier 1:  

 

RS+S: 1 -1111: 50% of the reward pool 

 

Tier 2:  

 

RS+S: 1112 -2222: 30% of the reward pool 

 

Tier 3:  

 

RS+S: 2223 -3333: 20% of the reward pool 

 

Future Utilities: 

Planet ZUUD Team is building more utilities for Planet ZUUD and for Hyena Warrior NFT 

holders. Related announcement will be shared in Social Media channels once they are confirmed.   
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DISTRIBUTION OF INCOMES 

In parallel with the project vision, Planet ZUUD Team is using its sources in maximum level to 

develop Planet ZUUD and Tiger Warriors brands and products. And as a policy, The Team is 

going to be fully transparent about how resources are being used.  

There are three main income channels for Planet ZUUD project. Distribution details of these 

income channels are shown in Table-4, Table-5 and Table-6. There will be other income 

channels in the future derived from new products and new activities. And distribution for these 

income channels will be shared with community once their details finalized. 

Mint price In DONS 125,000   

Collection Size 3333   

DONS Reflection 20831250   

    

    

    

Revenue Distribution 395793750   

Airdrop Tiger Holders 39579375 10% TGE +7 days 

Expenses 79158750 20%  
Team 79158750 20%  

Treasury 197896875 50% Reflection Revenue Airdrop to Hyena Holders 
Table-4: Distribution of Minting Income 

 

FINAL NOTES 

All the rights of; Planet ZUUD and Hyena Warriors NFT Collection brands, drawings, 

documents, websites contents, social media contents, stories and characters belong to Planet 

ZUUD organization. They cannot be distributed or used in any form without confirmation of 

Planet ZUUD Team.  

All the rights of individual Hyena Warriors NFTs belong to their holders. 

The details of this document may change because of new inputs. Planet ZUUD Team is going to 

update it accordingly if necessary and share it with Planet ZUUD Community. 

For announcements and for more details, Social Media Channels (Twitter, Telegram, YouTube) 

can be used. 

Planet ZUUD Team aware of that The Planet ZUUD Community is the most important asset of 

the project. Every action and plan will be evaluated to maximize the benefits of The Planet 

ZUUD community. It will have a story built by the community. Join to adventures of the New 

World. Join to The Story of Planet ZUUD! 
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“Some planets are destined to be known. 

Some stories cannot be untold.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


